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Salaries are debated
By Jim Brady
Staff Writer
Reporler's NOle: Dr. 'Orrin K. Crosser, Chemical Engineering Departmenl, is the Presidenl of the UMR
Academic Council. Thisinterviewwas
conducled in a formal designed to
glean as much direct information as
possibleaboUl a very complicaled and
conlroversial subject.

participates in decision making on
matters that affect the UMR campus.
Q: A serious conttoversy has arisen
recently over the disparity in salaries
between University administtators
and faculty. What is the basis of this ·
issue?
A: On the average, faculty salaries are
lower than administtators by a factor
of two. This shows a bias that is hard
to ignore, even though it is not necessarily unique. The resenlrnent comes
when you have high raises for administrators, and faculty raises below the
cost price index, where we can't keep
up (financially) with these changes.
The disparity in raises is hard to justify.
Q: Did'the faculties have any warning
that the differences would be so gr" ~t?
A: That's what really got people set

Another

Sixteen Pages

ban'ner wall proposed

SUbmilt'eil by Kennard McDaniel
and Susie Habowski

In the fall semester of 1987, the
Student Union Board surveyed students for input as to new ideas to better
serve this campus. A recurring comment throughout the surveys was a
lack of pUblicity. Many students
*****
stated that classes kept them on the
Q: What is the role of the UMR
north side of campus (McNutt, EngiAcademic Council?
neering Management, etc.), and they
A: The UMR Academic Council,
did not see the announcements posted
guided by the Faculty By-Laws of
on the banner wall at the Hockey Puck.
UMR, is the legislative and policy
Feeling that most students need a bold,
making body of the general faculty.
attention-getter to spark some interest,
As such, it consi'ders matters referred
Kennard McDaniel has proposed the
by the Board of Curators, the President
construction of a banner wali on the
of the University of Miss.ouri System,
north side of campus.
theChancellorofUMR,orbyindividThe design is for a permanently
ual faculty. Additionally, it is respon- ,
mounted six-sided structure, each
See
Salaries,
page
15
sible for academic governance and
panel 30 inches by 7 feet, large enough
for a vertical banner. It would be
constructed of sign- board ply~ood
with a roof of cedar shake shingles.
Banners would be secured by clips
similar to those of a clipboard. The
proposed location for the strucTure is
in the center of the concrete circle
between the Humanities/Social Science building and the Math/Computer
Science building .
The project would be funded by the
Equipment Fund, a separate budget
overseen by the Student Council.
Every year the Equipment Fund begins
with a zero balance. Organizations
make requests to StuCo for x-amount of dollars for needed equipment. The
total amount for the Equipment Fund
is collected from the student activity
fees thefollowing year. In September,
StuCopre-approved the funding to pay
for the banner wall, subject to subsequent StuCo approval of the design.
The amount of the pre-approved funding is not to exceed $900.
Because this project would impact
Agutter
Dr. Orin Crosser, President of the UMR Academic Council , the visual appearance of the campus, a

Lecture on Statue of Liberty planned
. Submitted by ASCE '
Edward Cohen, who directed the
work of Ammann and Whitney Consulting Engineers for the restoration of
the Statue of Liberty, will present a
lecture at 7 p.m. Thursday, October
27, in Room 114 Civil Engineering
Building. His talk will be entitled
"The Statue of Liberry-Past, Present
and Future."
The lecture, which is free and open
to the public, is sponsored by the UMR
student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

'As managing partner, chairman
and chief executive officer of Ammann and Whitney in New York,
Cohen also directed the restoration of
the west front of the United States
Capitol Building and the Roebling .
Delaware distress and developed remedial measures for a variety of structures of reinforced and pre-stressed
concrete and steel.
Cohen has been responsible for
bridge, highway, special structure,
building and mass transportation designs as well as aerospace, communications, industrial and military facility

projects in the United States and other
countries.
He has been a consultant to the
Tennessee Valley Authority, Atomic
Energy Commission, Department of
Defense, World Bank, RAND Corp. ,
Hudson Institute and other civilian and
governmental agencies:
Cohen, who received bachelor's
and master's degrees in civil engineering from Columbia University, is the
co-editor of "Handbook of SlrUctural
Concrete" and is the author of numerous scholarly papers, articles and
manuals.

formal presentation of the design and
associated costs must be made to the
Facilities Planning Committee . . Ultimately this committee makes the specific recommendation to the Chancellor for action. The University Center
would be responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of the structure, and
the Student Union Board has accepted
responsibility for policing the posting
of banners. The wall is for the use of
all organizations on campus for the
benefit of all students. There are

strong student opinions concerning
this project. You are encouraged to
express your concerns and/or support
on this matter to the Chancellor and
Student Council representatives.
As a reminder-keep informed
through your Student Council representative concerning topics discussed
at the meetings. All meetings are open
to observers. If you are not represented, contact the StuCo office for
mare information.

New ICL loans available
By Jim Brady
Staff Writer
The University of Missouri-Rolla
is one often colleges and universities
nationwide that has been selected to
participate in a new student loan
program. Called the Income Contingent Loan Program (lCLP), the program offers loans to students at market rates with a flexible payment
schedule tied to the borrower's income.
According to Mr. Robert Whites,
Director of Student Financial Aid,
the ICLP is completely different
from the Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL) Program. He describes the
differences as "very significanL" In
this program there is no grace period.
The interest on the loan starts the day

'0

the student receives the loan, unlike the
six month grace period of the GSL.
Also, the interest rate is equivalent to
the 91 day Treasury Bill rate as of
September 30th plus 3%. Last year the
so-called T-bill rate was 9.2%. This
year it should be 10%, plus or minus,
and it is adjusted annually."
Acco:ding to Whites, this program
is presented as an alternative or supplement to GSL. "Students could borrow
up to $2,500 for each of the first two
years of undergraduate study, up to
$3,500 for the third year and up to
$4,500 for each of the subsequent
undergraduate years of study."
To receive the loan, students must

See ICl, page 2
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VVednesday, Ckrtober 26, 1988

Cadaver of t£vents
Ela Kappa Nu M.oUng, ~:30 pm .. J02 IiF..

wetfnesiay

UIIIR Film Series, "w VwteW'S Du Soir." 7:30

Chemistry, Rock Mecha n ics, a nd Nuclear Enal-

ftftr lna Seminar, "Thcnnal Dcc:ompositi......, of
Rocket Propell.n..... Dr. Richard Beiua1s. Jr..
Sandi. National Laboratory. Livennore Califor-

ni•. 4:30 p.m.. G-3 Seh""'" Hall. F=:.

p.m., Mile.'1 Aurl itoriwn, ME Bldg. Admiuim by
selSoo ticket or $3 at the door.

- -Holp
- -Session,
--------7 p.m.. 203 M-CS.

~alh

:Fntfay

Men'. Soccer, Lindenwood College, 7 p.m., Soccer Complex. Free.

Blut Key lIIeelln&. 6:15 p.m.. UC-Wcst
Aaocl.tlon otGe.nenl Contracton !'tIMUn&. 7

p.m.. 114CE.
ronona! Reoource DevtkJp.... nl Ser... ,

9{g,ttt Montfay

"In-

cre&sing Career Certain ty," 3 p.m.

Soddy orllllnlnREnpneen Meetl"&. 7:30p.m..
212 MeNu".
JUlllilna Club III ..Un&. 6 p.m.. 311 Norwood.
Alph. Slama lIIu llleetln&. 8 p.m.. MeNult.

'Tfiursiay
Phi Eia Slama Motllng, 6:3'0 p.m .. G-5 H-SS.
E1TExam
Bible Sludy Club MotUna,7;';:'-::-i O~
Co-oPA;:';latl~ lIIotll;;g,s-;..... IOS-;;rn:-

Cllmblna CI;;b IIIttII~7-p.m .. 1A3 MeNu-;;:-

neering o.allenge."7:30 • .m.-6:1Sp.m. Rcgistn.tion fee ia $9 for students and $6 for t.eachers
counselors and parents. For fwilier infonnation'
contact the Society of Women Engineers. High
School Conference Commiltee. 113 UC-West .

phone 314-341-2723.
CampuaCruaaddorChrlslllleeUng,7 p.m.. 202
M-CS.
Inter-Van ity Ch r liUan Fellow.s hlp invites you
to attend the 1988 Kaintuck Hollow Halloween

party. Meetin8 at 6 p.m.• 139 Chc:m Eng. Dcpartin8 promplly from <hero.

Saturtfay
Un lven Uy Day. Registration 8 a.m .-noon. Miner
Lounge, 2nd floor, UC-East. Guided toun of the
campus, 9 a.m,-noon . Academic deparunents'
open house, 9 I .m.- } p.m .

UIIIR Foolball. Lincoln Univerwity. I:30 p.m..
Football Stldium. Admission chaIJed.

(Fe Annual(;reek C lean- up & 8BQ,7:30a. m"
Multi-Purp""e Parking Lot

ICL
complete the ACT needs analysis
fonn. Once this is returned from the
evaluating agency and the office of
financial aids completes the application process , Whites says "the student
could receive the funds in a maximwn
oflwoweeks. The loan must be offered
first 10 sludents that have a demonSiiated need. But then can be opened
up to other students who wish to take
advantage of the prog~ i qn ,a frrst ,
come. first served basis. For our campus we expect to receive $255,389 to
loan." At the presenl time a waiting list
has been started. and the campus has ,
only received the firs t $35.000 in loan
authorization. " Hopefully we'll receive the remainder authorization in
the next two 10 three weeks," said
Whites.
The campus fmancial aid office
will require a visit to the office for
counseling in depth on the program
before any student will be alloted ICL
funds. according to Whites. "The ICL
program is more expensive than GSL,
and we want to explore any less expensive programs which might be available to the student. and use this as a last

one will be held October 27 at 8 p.m.
in MElO5. If you are currently a coop student, your presence at this
meeting would be appreciated . Also.
the Co-op Association would like to
know if anyone is interested in being
the co-op StuCo representative. If
you are interested in holding this
position or have any question s concerning this matter. call Rick Meyer,
president , at 341-3736 or Bill Guenther, secretary. at 364-1292.

9{g,ttt rruesiay

Fn:<:.

Malh Help Session, 7 p-:;;;-.~ 203 III-CS.

Chemistry Semin ar, "Vapor Phase'Selenium Ind
Tellurium in Ai:." .( Hriran Muangnoichllroer1,

Anxiety," 3:30 p,m., M.i.s.souri Room,

4:30 ~.m .. G-3 Schrenk Hall. Free.

PerlO;;tR-~;;~;_Dc_;~i;_men lSe;Ics, "Test

:Jinancia{ Ylid
Missouri Sodety of

Profcs~lo n . 1

Ena1necrs

(MSPF.), SI.

Louis Ch.plrr Auxiliary, Awud
amount · S'5'oo,
Reau:.rcmcnts:
- Junior or Senior Engi neering Student It the

1989 Fall semC3ter.
. Go<XI scholastic achievements.
- Finlncial need (must have 1988-89 ACf
Family Financia) Statement on me)
Applications c1 ea dlim(' December I , 1988 to Student Financial Aid Office.

NaUonal Roonng Foundallon (NRF). Award
amount: $4000.
Rcquirgnents :
- Can be either high school senior planning to
Ittend college, an Ut\dergraduatc, or graduate student.
- Must be full-time student and enroUed in
atchitect'Jre, engineering or other cwriculum relatecilo the roofing indUStry,
~;n;, Available by contacting: Aimee
Andenon, National Roofing Foundation, One
O'Hare Cent..re,6250 River Road, Rosemont, Illinoi!l60018 .

ConlulUng Englneen Council 0( IIIISIOUrl
(CF.Clllo), Award amount: <hn:<: $1000 scholarships:
RSjQllirgnCOlS:
- Must be entering the junior, senior, or ruth
year (in a 5-year prognm) in the rall of 1989,
- Not eligible if graduating December. 1989.
- Auending In ABEl'-accredited univcmty or
college working toward BS degree in engineering,
-In theupperhalf of his /her engineering class.
- Interested in punuing I career in consulting
engineering,
- U.S: citizen.
~

January '20. 1989

------------------------------

from page 1
altern alive. That's what we're for, to eligible for both the ICLP and GSL.
help the sludent find the best and leas t And. even though this is a relatively
expensive way to get through school." expensive student loan, it isconsideraMost of the students know that the bly cheaper than an unsecured loan
financial aid staff are extremely com- from your bank.
For more infonnation on the Inpelent and friendly when they are inquiring about or applying for financial come Contingent Loan Program, conaid. In fact, forty seven percent of the tact the Office of Student Financial
students at U MR received financial Aid, 341-4282. or stop by the office at
106 Parker Hall.
aid this last fiscal year.
The payback? Whites says. "The
payback is deferred until nine months
after, the studenl graduates fTom the
undergraduate program or graduate
school. You must maintain half-time
status in an educational program to
keep the deferral going . Once you
leave school the repaymenl will never
exceed 12% of the borrower's adjusted gross incomc. The paymen l
will be detennined by the federal income tax return forthe following years
(if payments take succeeding years).
The smartest way to handle the interest
charged is to pay it back on a monthly.
quarterly. or annual bas is while in
school. Otherwise the interest is capitalize.J to the principle of the loan."
According to Whites. you could be

Commonwealth
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Air Force ROTC rakes leaves
Submitted by Air Force ROTC
Everyone enjoys the fall scenery as
the leaves tum brill iant colors. What
happens next, however, has many
people dreading the coming of winter:
their yards fill with leaves! Buta yard
full ofleaves need not be a burden. Air
Force ROTC Cadets fTom UMR will
be holding their annual leaf rake on

Missouri
Miner
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"Northwest PUSlge,"7J.O lI.m ., 126Schrenk Hall.

Society rI Women Engi neers, '"Tue the Engi-

Co-ops need StuCo rep
Sub m itted by Co-op Association
Approximately 350 students at
UMR are involved in the Cooperative
Educalion Program. However. co-op
students do not have a representative
on Student Council who solely represents them and their unique needs.
The Co-op Association would like to
change this. if there is enough interest. A meeting to discuss the need for
a co-op Student Council representative and the steps to be taken to obtain

Film P resentations, '"Objective Energy," and

NSBE McetJnR, 7 p,m., 104 McNutt

October 29, November 12, and November 19. On the leaf rake days,
cadets will rake leaves and do general
yard work to raise funds for cadet
activities and projects. For more infonnation about getting your yard
work done, call Nonna Jane at 34 14925 before 4 p.m. or call Troy
Tschirhart at 341 -8126 after 4 p.m.

:Missouri Miner--~
The Missouri Miner Is the official publication of the students of the University of
Mi'5ourl-Rolla. It Is distributed each Wednesday a"emoon at Rolla. Missouri and
leatures activities of the students 01UMA.
All articles. features. photographs. and illustrations published are the property of
the Missouri Miner and may nol be re produced or published without written permission .
The Mlaourl Miner encourages comments Irom Its readers. and will attempt to
print all responsible Ieners and editorial
material received. All submissions must
have a name. student 10 number. and
phone number lor verlflcation. Names will
be withheld upon request.
Submissions fo< publication must be In our
drop box (flrst floor 01 the Rolla Building) by
4:30 p.m. on the Thursday belore publication. The Mluourl Miner reserves the
right to edit all submissions to< style. grammar. punctuation. spelling. length. and
matters of good taste.
The Mls80Url Minor Is operated by the students 01 UMR and the opinions expressed
in it do no! necessarily reflect those 01 the
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Letters to the f£ditor
UMR isn't meeting needs Stueo president writes about Open Forum.
Dear Editor.
Next year I am leaving the Universi~ of Missouri-Rolla forever.
In '
leavi'ng, I feel it is my duty to inform
the administration and the student
body of my reasons for leaving.
This school has absolutely no intellectual stimulation for me. There are
no problems here that students would
encounter in real life. There are no
minority problems here because there
are practi'cally no minorities here.
This school contains less than 33%
minority students including women,
hlacks, Hispanics, Asian Americans, .
and foreign natio,nals, according to
Peterson j; Guide to Four Year Colleges 1988. The only extracurricular
problem encountered by'most students
is the question of how io get off campus for the weekend and where to
become inebriated without risk of
harassment by campus authorities. In
real life, people of age would not only
have more minorities to deal with and
work with, but they would also have no
problem with staying where they are
and getting drunk. This school and this
town hold much potential for developU;g into a center of thought for Missouri and the Midwest. Right now,
most people in the Midwest have not
even heard of Rolla. There are no
stimulating activities here . Most students have absolutely no 'concern for
the lack of thought associated with
being a student here. How many students have voiced concern over not
being able to post notices of- their
concerns, complaints and upcoming
activities without university approval? This form of censorship severely curtails any desire by students
to get involved and voice' their concerns about why this school is not the
best university in America. This
school is far from being the best. The
best universities in America have
much more variety in their program
offerings. To even call this place a
university is an affront to the people of
Missouri. Universities are generally
associated with being the centers of

Dear Edi tor,
intellectual yxpression in the U.S.
I would like to commcnd you for '
This school is no more than the Mis- devo~ing yoUll editorial in the October '
souri School of Mines.
19 edition to the student fee hearing.
I for one suggest that the uniVersity I've already heard from students who
system set up more diverse programs re[d'ii,~d,as~ed'me why we dido 't tell
for students. In the words of one anyone about the hearings ahead of
student, "This school sets you up for an timer ' "
entry-level job upon graduation. After
The fact is, Lhe open forum was
thill, you are on your own."
featured in a fronL -page article of the
The apathy of most students here is October 5 Miner and in another article
appalling and a statemem about the ' on October 12. It was also discussed
quality of most students who go here. during our Radio Open Forum on
Most students have no idea what most KMNR on September 29. KMNR
'of the rules are here, let alone wanting should also be thanked for mentioning
to get them changed. No maner what the hearings on many occasions, entheir reasons, this is a terrible thing for couraging students LO attend. In addiincoming students to see. ' All I saw tion, StuCo had a banner posted on the
here when I came here was an oppres- north wall of UC-West a week before.
sive administration and apathetic stuWe did what we could to publicize
dents who are LOO intent on becoming the Student Activity. Fee process and
inebriated to even want to change rules
such as the one that makes it illegal to
become inebriated on campus properLy.
As to graphics by SLeve Munday, I
think that an administration that would
fire a person for what he or she wants
to put in a public paper borders on
being fascist. Many people would like Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to the letter
to control what students read or write,
and although I realize that most of the published last week from DawnRae
students here do not-care to hear this, Clark. In her letter she protested that '
the only way td stop this overt addi- the firing of Steve 'Munday ,was centional form of censorship is for every- sorship. I find two faults with her
one to become involved. If you do not ~tatements. "
The first fault was her assumption
like a rule, start asking about it and
why it is there, If you want to get that Steve Munday had been fired
something changed, start pressing for because he drew the graphics that
reform and do not give up until you are appeared in the homecoming issue of
satisfied with your reply, even if it the Miner, The impression I received
means going to one of the lDP admin- from the statement printed by the
istrators here and pestering them every Miner two weeks ago was that Munday until they give you suitable rea- day had been fired, not for drawing the
sons for the existence of the rule. I, for graphics, but for how thyy managed to
one, would like to see censorship get into the Miner. At least, this was
stopped immediately at the University how I interpreted the statement '.'Reof Missouri, A reply would be wel- sponsibility and position were taken
come from any of the Vice Chancel- advantage of...", which appeared in
lors in charge of this type of restric- the Miner's apology. If this interpretation is wrong, perhaps th" editors
tion.
would be so kind as to clear the waters,
The much more unnerving error is
Sincerely,
Josh Povsner
see Graphics:, page 4

Controversy
over graphics
comes to an end

NEEDl~EGAL ADVICE?--
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I liope to see more letters and editorials concerning the activity fees . :"
This is not a trivial issue. This year i
you are taking ten,or'more hours you '
are paying $118.50 per semester.
We're looking at on the order of R '
million dollars a year of student
money. 'The more debate and 'discUssion that occurs, the bener we will IX:
able to assess the needs of the students
and properly reflect those needs.
I'm the first to admit that our current process needs some improvements. We are already considering
some fundamental changes. r hope
that a new system can be in place by
next year.
Concerning Ron Platz and his
committee, who conducted this year'.
fee process, Ron did exactly what the

see Forum, page 4

~A CUT 'ABOV~
~~ HAIR
SALON ,
'
209 west 11th St.
END OF THE RAIN80Wu/ ~ =-=O'~
"Mid-Missouri's leader in high
performance audio"
Discover why the manufacturer's of the world's
finest audio equipment have selected END OF
THE RAINBOW to represent their products.

~
D,ENON-

~NakamlChj
//.¢:IILBIll£

~
~

~klipscli

BosfonAcoustics

YAMAHIl
HWY.63N .

ROLLA, MO. 3644191

.

presents:

Bike-ttjrovgh RolIQ Poker Run
Date: Thur, OCT 27th Registration: 3:30 Start: 4:00
Place: Start at Schuman Park
Admission: Free

STUCO OFFICE
202UCW
Tuesdays
2:30 p.m.

.; .. t

we still had an extremely poor showing at the open forum hearings. By the
time this edition of the Miner is distributed, the process for this year will
be nearly complete. On Tuesday.
October 25, the full Council will be
v~~i~~ ,IJ!l,,~hat wil] be our recommendations for your activity fee for next
year.
The Council wehavenow is, inmy
opinion, the most conscientious group
we've had in years, and they will make
the best decision they can with the
input they have received . Before you
criticize the StuCo because your activity fee may not be the way you want it,
consider that the SLuCo reps are just
students too, and they can't read your
mind. How much of an effort did you
make to express your concerns and
opinions?

The Poker Run follows'll course through Rolla, At checkpoints,
each contestant draws a card form the deck; the best hand at the
end wins! (Prizes for- the top three!!) No sign up necessary.

***FREE HAMBURGERS, SODA, CHIPS***
TAKE A BREAK FROM STUDYING
and
HAVE A GREAT TIME!!

'COMMANDO
WAR GAMES
The·p.ction packed
paint pellet survival
game. Come play the
game that's sweeping
the nation. Open
weekends . .Just 30
min. from campus.
Call for Information
and Reservations
Mon.-Fri., 894-8543.

;Forum

Bring us your bones ...
and we'll supply the rest! (orne to the Hallmark Boo Bazaar for skeleton
costume accessories including T-shirts, boxer shorts, masks, makeup,
hats, purses, and eyen matching decorations and partyware.
SCOTT'S HALLMARK

8th & Pine

from page 3

Council and the officers charged him
' todo,andhediditwell. In my opinion,
the fault lies in the process we are
using and with our failure to motivate
students to get involved. We are
working on both.
Again,let us know if you have any
ideas Or comments. We really are
trying!
Sincerely,
Kevin Edwards
Student Council President

It v
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I
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Graphics
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in her assumption that refusing to print
something submitted to the Miner is
censorship. If this were true, I would
bet that the Miner would be a truly bad
paper. Editorial decisions not to print
a particular article or graphic because
the content is not appropriate for the
audience of the magazine or paper it is
submitted to is NOT censorship. The
right to freedom of speech does not say
anywhere that it is anyone's job to
provide a forum for all people. It is up
to the person to fmd the correct place
to publish his material.
Perhaps this can be . made clear
through an example. If you were to
take pictures of a bunch of naked men
and women, and then submit them to
Newsweek, do you really believe that
they have to publish them? Of course
Newsweek will reject the pictures; if
they published them they would
probably lose half their readers (and
perhaps gain some hoping they would
print more pictures.) The fact that
Newsweek has rejected the pictures is
not censorship, it is an editorial deci·
sion on what is appropriate to their
magazine.
In order to censor Steve Munday ,
the Miner would have to say some·
thing to the effect of "We will aliow
nobody in the world to publish Steve
Munday's stuff." Because he has been
fired, Steve Munday must now fmd or
create his own forum for his material .
It is not the job of the Miner to provide
one.
Sincerely,
Kevin van Haaren

Editor's Note: DUe to the Miner's
policy , this will be the last leller 1
printed on this topic unless new infor.
mation about it comes to light.
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Complexities: Boys just want to have fun
By Nora Okong'o
Staff Writer
It was raining. Laura followed,
with her finger, a little rivulet of water
as it made its way down the window. pane. The water tried to push away a
brown autumn leaf. Wasn't it furtny
the way little things like that could be
so absorbing, she thought. Especially
when you.'re waiting for someone
who's never coming, a little voice,
unbidden, said inside her. She pushed
the thought away. He was coming. He
had to come. She looked at her watch
again. He was already fifteen minutes
late. He wasn't the kind to be late.
He's not coming, the little voice said.
He is, her heart protested.
She
watched the rain, rem"mbering the
times she'd been caught in it, the times
she'd played in it

being with him had seemed her reason
_ for living. But that had been a long
1---T---.-r--....:...--,":--~~:--r----,4----r-+-+--r----I time ago. She had broken off the
awkwardly, guiltily, yet
3t;;;;~2~;-:[/T/7"'~;',4-/~r:1'/,t---:::t:/~~~:;z~=;j
// /
/
. romance,
knowing th'at if she continued it she'd

t::;i:::::.==::;;~/

become insane. But that had been a
long time ago.
-'~How ~s· school?"

"Not too bad. I'm graduating this
semester."
"That's great," he replied, with a
notable lack of enthusiasm.
There was an uncomfortable silence. She knew it. It meant he was
wondering how to ask what he considered to be an awkward question.
He was going to ask about Brian.
" So, how are you and Brian getting
along?"
"Just fine," she lied. "In fact, he
should be here shortly."

"Oh."
He was disappointed.
"How are you doing?"
"Okay." Giving a wan smile, he
continued, "We're thinking about getting married."
"That's great"
"I'll send you an invitation soon."
"Okay."
"See you later."
"Bye."
Married! She almost laughed. She
didn't because she knew her laughter
would tum into hysteria. Brian had
never mentioned marriage. Would he
ever? Why Should he? She recounted
in her mind all the reasons why she
liked him. They'd had a long talk
(well, not long really), anyway, they'd
had a talk about "them".

see Boys, page 7

"Laura!"
She started. "Oh, hi, Steve. How
are you doing?"
"Okay. How are you?"
"I'm fme," she lied.
Steve was an old friend-had-been.
She hardly ever talked to him any- .
more. There had bee!} a time when

Babu's Babble:

Halloween videos reviewed

/

Kansas will. appear at UMR
Submitted by SUB
Look! It's a prophet-no, an allknowing alien--or a visitor from the
future-no, it's just me. I'm back after
many time-consuming (not to mention
trying) labs and tests. One of the
toughest was the quiz/questionnaire I
received recently from the University
Testing and COUTlSeling Center. The
questions were easy enough, but to
return the questionnaire, you had to
put it in an envelope. The envelope
was exactly one half the size of the
answer sheet. No problem, right? We
fold the answer sheet in half. But this
isn't just any ordinary answer sheet.
It's one of those kind where you fill in
the ovals. You know, the kind that
you 've had drilled into your head that
you should ~ bend, mutilate, or
destroy, ever since you were a small
child. Now, I kno'w that they aren't
going to be graded by a computer, but
it just went against everything I've
ever learned to fold that answer sheet.
Perhaps this type of ~i~ty should be
the focus of some study.
My, how I digress. Anyway, I'm
back-and so are more fantastic SUB
activities!
The SUB Cinema is out to terrorize
you with its Halloween Movie Festival. Showing this weekend (Oct. 28 &
29) are three (yes, I said thtee) great
Chiller Classics. Showing in ME 104,
both Friday and Saturday evening at 7,
9, and 11 p.m. respectively. are Invasion of the Body Snatchers, the
original Nightmare on Elm Street, and

The Thing. Come and see Freddy and
other Things. Remember, just don't
go to sleep.
Upcoming events include a presentation to be given by the distinguished
political activist and environmentalist, Abbie Hoffman. This presentation
is brought to you by the SUB Fine Arts
Committee on November 9. Keep
your eyes open for the time and place
to be posted.
On November lO,theSUB Concert
Committee invites everyone out to
battle those late-night study blues with
none other than the "House Rockin'
Blues" man himself, Lonnie Brooks.
Let the blues wash the troubles from
your soul with the electricity of Lonnie
Brooks guitar. The concert will be at
the Miner Recreation Bldg. at 8 p.m.
Admission is FREE to all UMR students .
And now to announce the EVENT
of the semester. Yes-hold onto your
seats--on November 16 at 8 p.m. , in
theGale Bullman MultipurposeBldg.,
SUB will present, for your listening
pleasure, the rock'n'roll band KANSAS! Tickets for the gala rock event
are $5 for students and $10 for nonstudents. The tickets will go on sale
shortly. Kansas has just released a new
album and is just starting its tour. This
is definitely some great music. Don ' t
be left out (or get trampled in the rush).
Get your tickets as soon as they go on
sale. This should be one of the best
shows we've seen in a while. Be there.
I will! Seeya!

By Babu Barat
Staff Writer
Beginning this week and continuing for the weeks to come I will be
reviewing various types of entertainment including movies, stage productions, concerts, records, and other

in choosing your best entertainment
value. What is said is totally my
opinion, and in no way can I guarantee
what I enjoy will have the same effect
on you. The column will cover every
field in entertainment, and every division of the specific field. If you have

forms of entertainment, that we as students at UMR spend our hard-earned
money on. As hard working college
students we should be able to play hard
as well. This column will not just be
devoted to local entertainment, but
popular"things to do" in the states two
major cities, as well as other Idcales. I
hope this column will be of benefit to
some of you, and interesting to others,

any conunents or suggestions, I can be
reached through the Miner.
VIDEO: As Halloween approaches,
there are many who enjoy getting into
the mood by watching those ever
frightful and gory movies. There are
many local places you can rent your
favorite horror flicks, sit back with
friends, and watch some oftJie movies

see Videos, page 7

5t. Pat's Facts:
Paraphernalia prices publicized
By Mike Hurst
Staff Wtiter
SI. Pat's in Rolla is the biggest and
best party of the year ... and it ' s closer
than you think! There are only 141
daze left till St. Pat ' s '89. And what
better way to' show everyone that
you're fired-up to party, than to wear
your 1989 St. Pat's Green on campus .
What's that? You say you don't have
any Green? Well, stop off at the
Hockey Puck and pick some up today .
It's only $14, and we have all sizes .
However, sweatshirts aren't the

only item you need to show how firedup you are. Everyone needs at least
one of each of the following:
sweatshirts
SI4.00
sweatpants
S13.00
buttons
S 1.00
garters
S 1.00
huggers
S 3.50
shot glasses
S 2.50
mugs
S 5.00
All of these items will be on sale in
the next two weeks at the Hockey
Puck, so stop by and show the rest of
Rolla that you're fired up to do some
partying during St. Pat's '89.

American grammar is not the King's English
should say "has," not "have," but our
editing staff Ielt that the mistake was
not serious enough to correct. (It's
also aredundency, but again, it didn',t
matter in this context.)
Such a verb/noun disagreement is a
common, everyday mistake and of
little consequence in and of itself.
However, being as simple to correct as
it is, it would be viewed as carelessness in a printed report or thesis. It
would reflect on the work presented in
the paper; is the work as careless as the
writer's grammar?
Formal, printed material should be
grammatically correct. In formal and
professional circwnstances, spoken

By Marcia Waggoner
A,ssistant Managing Editor
One question of subtle differences
which troubles many students is that of
English grammar. However, it is only
a problem in some circwnstances.
After all, you can make yourself
understood until y ou start making
major mistakes, like confusing past
and future tense. "Them's pretty" is
understood as the same thing as
"they're pretty." Most people are
aware that the former form is improper, or "grammatically incorrect"
English, and may even asswne that the
speaker is uneducated. A much more
common mistake is verb/noun disagreement. An example of this mistake was found in a letter-to-the-editor
in the Miner two weeks ago. The
letter read, "The handful of enraged
cartoon critics obviously have too
much spare time on their hands." It

see GrammarJ page 7

Organization 'J..&ws
Newman and Sig Ep
host haunted house

StuCo writes Tenant Handboo-k
By Chris Pennlngroth
Stu Co Representative
About 2700 of you Miners out
there live off-campus. To give you a
hand in your leasing venture, StuCo
has put together a little booklet packed
with useful information about your
rights as a tenant and tips on how to
handle dealings with your landlord.
It's called the Rolla Area Tenant
Handbook.
The handbook includes the f.;'llowing items:
- Types of housing and their pros
and cons
- Lease negotiation-inspect your
dwelling and read your lease, what
your lease should include
- What to check for when you move '
in
- Rolla city ordinances affecting
your property maintenance requirements
- Tenant's rights and responsibilities

- Termination and expiration of the
lease
- Subleasing, notice to vacate, and
eviction
- Moving out
- Tips on what to do two weeks
before you move, and tips on getting
your deposit back
In addition, the Student Council
has hired a lawyer to give legal advice
to students, as tenant relations have
been a very common problem for ,
many students. If anyone has seen the
lawyer this fall about tenant problems,
the lawyer would like for you to come
to the Student Council office as soon
as possible, so that he can work on a
case .for Small Claims Court.
Remember, when your house 's
lawn wilts, the plwnbing rusts, or it
rains inside, you'll know what to do if
you have a Rolla Area Tenant Handbook!

Tech Engine hosts student 'Freaks'
forget an ID--your own please. Everyone is welcome to attend and we'd

Submitted by Newman Center
The annual Haunted House at
Newman Center will be spooking
Rolla residents again during the Halloween weekend. Newman, Sig Ep,
and Wesley are combining their efforts to create a haunted house on the
theme of popular horror films. The

proceeds go to cerebral palsy, Covenant House and LOVE. The'cost is $1
for adults and 50 cents for children
under 12. The place is at Newman
Center, #2 Vichy Road (behind Tech
Engine Club and across the street from
St. Pat's School). It features a graveyard, maze, and a slide into the subterranean regions of Newman Center.

IFC SPOnSOrS
All-Greek Cleanup
Submitted by IFC
is encouraged to come out and help
The IFC is sponsoring an All- People who need large objects such
Greek Cleanilp again this year. It will refrigerators picked up, need to con
begin in the Multi-Purpose Building tact the Sanitation Department befor
parking lot on October 29 at 7:30 a.m. October 29.
with the trash can race. The actual
Other IFC events this semeste
Cleanup will begin at 8 a.m. Follow- include: All-Greek Hayride, Friday,
ing the cleanup is a tailgate party at Pi October 28; and Greek Sing
Kappa Alpha at 11:30 a.m. Everyone Dance, Friday, November II.

StuCo chooses
Member of the Week

KMNR's Groundwaves:

Submitted by KMNR
Hello to all! This wee'J,! I W';Ult to
talk about the annual KMNR Freaker's
Ball. This year the Ball will be held at
Tech Engine Club (across from the EE
building) on Friday, the 28th of October. The Bishops will be providing
musical entertainment outside Tech
and the KMNR Roadshow will be
going strong inside. The Freaker's
Ball is a costwne event, so wear your
best get-up. Costwnes are not required ,
but ,
come
on,
EVERYBODY'S doin' it (peer pressure, peer presssure). The three best
costwnes (and the persons in them)
will receive the privilege of being a
guest DJ on KMNR. Beverages will be
provided, including soda, so don't

English should be reasonably close to
grammatically correct. Other than
these situations, you 'can speak any
way you please. The bottom line is
whether or not you get your message
across. A classic example comes from
an officer woo had been pestered by a
subordinate with repeated requests for
a leave. He sent a memo saying, "I
TOLE YOU TWICET GOLDAMMIT
NO"" The subordinate got the message.
It is my beliefthat adult speakers of
any language develop their own fluericy and the results are fascinating,
sometimes beautiful, and at times

love to have you come and. celebrate
Halloween With us.

ENGINE'

Submitted by Kurt VanHoogstrate
Internal Morale Chairman
This week's "StuCo Member ofti1e
Week" is Ronald Platz, the Student
Activity Fee Chairman. Ron reviews
the results of the referendwn and the
Open Forum hearing and will De submitting proposals to Student Council
to vote on at the October 25 meeting.

This being Ronald's second year on
the committee, he plans to carefully
review Equipment Fund hearings an
requests, which will also be brough
before the Student Council for a vote.
As one can see, Ronald spends' a 101 0
time reviewing requests and budgets
to ensure that Student Council represents the student voice at UMR.

APO and Boy Scouts
haunt the Armory
Sub mitted by APO

I_..-!--,--_L_._L~___~'I\, :

L -_ _~_ _ _ _~~Uhl~~LU-=~~~__~~~

The pledge class of Alpha Phi
Omegais putting on ahaunted house in
conjunction with the Rolla area Boy
Scouts, for the kids in Rolla. It will be

hosted at the Armory on Monday,
October 31, at 8 p.m. The Boy Scouts
will be selling food and beverages in
ordcr to aid their organization. Chilo'
dren and their parenls are encouraged
to dress up for the event. Admission is
free for an one who wishes to attend.
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Boys
"I'm not a really serious kind of
guy ," he had said.
She had laughed, because that was
true. He was always making jokes;
flirting, shouting obscenities-fun,
crazy, exciting.
"I mean, we like each other," he
had continued, "but let's not get too
serious. We both need to widen out.
We're both changing and maybe in a
few months we won't like each other."
His wann, hand~ome smile
showed that he didn ' t believe the last
statement, especially the "maybe"
part.
"We can see each other, but leave
ourselves open for other people," he
had concluded.
She had agreed. Brian was a breath
of fresh air after Steve. He understood
what she needed. He gave her some
security-she would never lack a
date-with plenty of flexibility . You
agreed because you wanted Brian to
ask you out, the little voice said.
"No!" she almost said aloud.
She'd agreed because it was what she
wanted. Steve was history.
She watched the rain trickle down
the window . The rain was easing up,
but not much. Brian was thirty minutes late. He wasn't coming. The fact
hit her hard. Yet she had known all
along, som ehow . She picked up her

from page 5
books and umbrella, and headed
home.
The first thing she did once home
was call Brian. The phone in his
apartment rang for several minutes.
She knew she should hang up but she
was afraid she might doso just as Brian
came to the phone. She fmally , reluctantly, put down the receiver. Where
could Brian be?

s- c.

II

~

He called her the next night. He
apologized profusely for missing their
date. It was one of his tactics, she
knew. Apologize or pretend you were
there too early. The latter didn ' t work
anymore. He knew that. They arranged yet again, a time and a place at

Submitted by KUMR
It seems like an ordinary Sunday
evening at home. But gradually something on the radio catches the attention
of millions oflisteners. Many of these
listeners are seized with a sudden
panic at the news they think they're
hearing. The aliens have Imded. Or
have they? Is this really the news-Qr
the put-on of the century?
This time, it's the 50th Anniversary production of Howard Koch's

the initial Martian attack on Grovers
Mill , New Jersey. Also joining the
cast are two of National Public Radio 's
forcmost personalities. Scott Simon,
anchor of Saturday morning's Weekend Edition will play Carl Phillips,
the first newsperson to see the Martian
invaders. TerryGross,hostoftheNPR
daily interview show Fresh Air will
playa local radio DJ. Media personality Steve Allen's familiar voice will

(To be cofilinued.)
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Videos
lhathave become classics to our generation. Some of the more popular
movies that I have come to enjoy and
would recommend to those of you
men interested in making the women
close to you jump in your lap; or those
of you women who would like your
male friends holding you tightly, can
be found right in your favorite video

which to meet. She had a couple of
tests and a tenn paper due, so ifhe was
late she'd leave, she warned .
"Krrrr!"
The shrill ring of an alann clock
jolted her awake. But what-I? It was
only two o'clock. The ring sounded
again-it wasn't the alann clock, it
was the telephone.
"Hello?" she answered it, more in
her dream than in reality.
"taura, this is Oi."
"Oi? What are you doing calling
me in the middle of the night?" she
demanded, now wide awake.
"Laura, listen. It's Brian. There
was a raid on their apartment-"
"A raid?!"
"Yes, there was a raid on their
apartment," Oi continued slowly.
"Is Brian all right?"
"He' s fine. He told me to call you.
There was a raid on their apartment,
and Brian's in jail. He wants you to go
and see him."
In jail. There was only one jail in
town, so finding him was not going to
be a problem.
"What for?"
"They found him with ten grams of
heroin."

KUMR ·broadcasts the
'War of the Worlds'

saw Massacre, which is a positively
sickening movie and as always a popular film· for viewing late on the 31st.
Part II of that series carries the " blood
and guts" a little too far for my taste.
Other film s that have been popul ar
over the years are the Nightmare on
Elm Street movies, The Howling, Friday the 13th series, The Amittyville
Horror movies, imy of the three Poltergiest films, and the Omen series from
a few years back. Another classic, and
a must see, is The Exorcist. I could go
on and on with movies that fit the

Halloween " mood." There are many
others out there. Just don ' t be caught
with a movie you' ve never heard of or
been recommended to see, because for
as many good horror movies th at are
on the video shelves, there arc just as
many bad.
So if you're not going to be out
trick or treating, then sit back and
enjoy any of these films . They may not
end up being the best movies you've
seen, but they will keep you entertained on Halloween.

MARCUS ADKINS

celebrated science-fiction drama , The anchor the TV network news broadWar of the Worlds. This time it's cast in The War of the Worlds. Allen
happening in a cinematic production stays at his microphone until the last.
bringing the original tale to life in our Veteran newsman Douglas Edwards
provides infonned commentary on the
times .
This entirely new production will end of civilization.
KUMR 88.5 FM will broadcast this
star Jason Robards as Princeton astronomer Richard Pierson, originally remake of radio 's finest drama, along
portrayed by Orson Welles in the with 200 other public radio stations
famous panic broadcast of 1938. nationwide, on Halloween Eve, OctoRobards is one of a handful to survive ber 30, from 10 p.m. to midnight.

Grammar
highly amusing. Along 1-44 there is a
grape stand with a hung sign that says,
"HAVE GRAPEs WILL SALE." I
wonder at times if the proprietors really didn ' t know, or did they make
. such a blatant mistake to attract attention? It certainly accomplishes the
latter.
,
When I'm relaxed I use several
grammatically incorrect phrases, and I
bristle at being reminded that!'m an
English major. An English major' s
mission in life is not to police common
grammar. That just irritates people.
Most English majors can supply the
correct fonns if asked, and some have
found lucrative part-time work correcting the grammar in Master' s
theses. English majors don ' t, of
course, have a monopoly on grammatical expertise: many MA candidates don't need this service.
A final example of a grammatical

from page 5
question that really doesn't matter, but
gives non-linguists nightmares, can be
found in mOSI freshman English
classes. Relax, friends. Regardless of
what your god or goddess of grammar
said, ·you will not end up in hell for
splitting an infinitive. The Star Trek
program has proven this one once and
for all. Before every show, they
proudly armounce that their mission is
"to boldly go where no man has gone
before." Any linguist will tell you that
oughtlo be "to go boldly". But has the
show failed because of this? No way!

a

It 's great show. This is the English
ianguage for you; full of subtle COffi ·plexities that most people don 't know
and don't really care about. Learn the
basics (by staying awake in freshman
English) and remember them for written progress reports and other professional requirements, bUi for the rest of
your life, relax . '
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D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

364-5581
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Bombardier beelles at home
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"SO then I says to Borg. 'You know.
as long as we're under siege, one of us
oughta moon Ihese Saxon dogs...•
I
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Sponsored by SUB

ALLOWEEN 'FESTIVAL
Invasion of the Body Snatchers
, Nightmare on Elm Street
The Thing
October 28 & 29 at 7 pm
Free with Student ID.
Shown in ME 104
-Gyros

Submarine

The crepes of wrath

"Hey, Bob ... did I scare you or who!?"

NOW OPEN
Fish
Souvlaki

G&D

P

I Z Z

Hamburgers

A

I

Greek Salad

<I

2 GREAT PIZZAS
2Larg~

1 Topping

2 Medium
1 Topping

$10.99

$8.99

ONE LOW PRICE
We,DeHver All Day
FOR DELIVERY OR CARRY OUT ORDERS
CALL

341-5767
,lOB KINGS HIGHWAY, ROLLA, MO
The End (Act One)

The Far Side cast

FREE SOFf DRINKS WITH VALID STUDENT ID
(In city limits FREE delivery with minimum $5.00 order, out of city limits. $1 .00)

-

r

ns

so
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BLOOM COUNTY

QUALITY CLEANERS
*Expert Cleaning *Reasonably priced
108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo 65401 364-3650

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE

BI~~~
215 WEST 8th STREET
P .o . BOX 832

ROLLA. MISSOURI

Ii 540 I

FOR HELP
DURING UNPLANNED .PREGNANCY
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

OPEN
10 - 6
Tuesday Saturday

PEDAL
POWER
CYCLERY

. 1 0 9 N. Bishop (Hwy 63) ROlla.

$20.00 Discount on all
exercycles, wind trainers and
toIlers with a UMR ID.

Schwinn & Trek 364-2412

.---------------------.
•

COUPON
(1 per Customer)
Expires 11-1-88

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

For Quality Food Try:
3" SUB & Med drink
or
6" SUB & Lg. drink
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 8 - 4

905 PINE

364·2428

COUPON

~--~--------~---------~

HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

AT
BRUNO'S
-

Prizes for Best Costumes
Offered by
Forum Video and End of the Rainbow
Monday October 31, 1988
9:30 pm to 1:00 am
ID Required and mu~t be 21
Costumes in good taste please.
Sponsored by:
Bruno's, Forum Video and End of the Rainbow
For more information, phone 341-2110
or stop by 2001 Forum Drive

.......

--.-..

C{assifieds
Miscef£aneous

JelT (IN).
Hope you h.d • H.ppy 21 st!

Thlnklnaot'llking time off from school? We need
Molher's Helpers. Household duties and child
clre. Live in exciting New York City suburbs .

Love,
YBS & herrocmic

Only25shopplngdaYSWllilW.V. Don'tsetuefor

Room, boan:!, .nd "lory included. 203-622-4959
or 914-273-1626.

a blue light Specil1.

Wanted : Spring Break Representative for na·
uonallOUl compan y. Great benefit!. Call today!

After noticing the Shelia 's hair, you now
know thta people do use activator.
Right On

612-784-2287.
Crub.e Shlps--Now hiring men and women.
Summer &. a1"CCr opponunities. (Will train.)
Excellent pay plus world travel. flaw.ii, Bahamas ,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOWI 206-736-7000 Ext.
449C.

Neiey,

800-433-7747.
Word Processing by Belty. Tenn Papers, Resumes, Reports, all typing needs. LaserPrinting. Call

364-S574.

Hi, Honey. Do you think you can fmd some
time for us to have a romantic dinner together?
Pick a time when you doo 't have anything irnpor·
tan! to do so we can spend the whole evening
together.
Love always ,

T.K.
P.S. Hope no one gives you a hard time over \his.

Disks For S.le. Double Sided, Double Dem ity ,

Our weekend was fabulous. I love you very
much .

Cynthia C.

for S5, 50 ccn15 elch. C.ll341 -8 598.
For Sale: Queen size watt.:.rbed. Good coodition .
Headboard and heater included. $200 negotiable.

Call lK ,,364-8968.

William.
Can you spell Rb.2w1i. No! HowahoutGutter
Ball, several .

Nine Pin

PAPEII

Happy 22nd Birthday Wendy!
ZLAM ,

110m -all.aubjecta

Your sisters

Today with Visa/Me or COO

800-351-0222
InCaJlf . ( 13)~n..am

Or, rush 12.00 to: ~rch A a I . I 13221c11h> Ave. I206-SN. los Angeles. CA 90025
available-all
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA- Immediate "p"''', , .
for men and women. Sll ,ooo to S6O,000. C()' I
struction , manufacturing, secretarial work . nUI,)e~.
engineering, sales. Hundredsofjobsfu~ l . CALL

!\OW! 206-736-7000 Ext. 449A
S PRIN G BREAK TOU R

PROMOTER·

ESCO RT. Energetic person, ( MJF), to take sign·
ups for our FLORIDA tours. Wefumish all male'
rials for a successful promotion . Qood Pay and

FUN. Call CAMPUS MARK ETING" 1-800777-2270.

Thanksa,ain for takingtimeoutofyourhectic
schedula toheIpouta worthy cause. (It wasa good
excuse CO!" another study break!)

To the Men of KA'¥,
All eyes are on you . Look 'in goocl!
Observer

JR.

DR

F
Whitey,
Thanks for the donuts, but remember revenge
isswcct!

Bu

51.

Nikki.
We haven ' t split M&M 's for along time.

-Bad Guy

UI
Fo

_____ .

LlCO Johnny.
YLS
I did ninety!!

Mi

Happy Hallowe<!n to Lauren & Richard .

To rriend, you don't know me! I!
You might want to get your fact! straighL

We woold mind \)w own business, jf you
didn't make your business everybody else'!, bu.oc;i·
ncu.
Now who is the FOOL?
It 's amazing how you can move when you'J'C
filled with sudden energy.

wt

P.S. Ho w's that?
Love,

Mom Alonna,
Mike H & Neicy,

Angry,
You're watching channel ~ero.

Freddy Steve the Graphic Artist,

You're Blind lI.by

Brent,
You sure forgot me fa sl.
Your Ex· Lover

I'm sorry to say, you last you r Litle to
Shashona.

Sundy,
You really look cute in your BDU 's.

Lonnie the Q:
Who was that fine Mama I saw you with in 51.
Louis 3 weeks ago?

Coops
Cynthia,
You need some money.
I'm your pusher.

Oh lord

Want to go to Pizza Hut and pick up scmc
fonn al dates?
206

You all have the wrong idea .
You Know What I )"ofcan

Ear Plugs

ZLA M.
Cricket
Travis ,
Happy Halloween! Sorry Collin ate all your
cookies!
Love,

To M)A :
MT is waiting for you!
Love.
Your roomie

just take an·

weekend of Nov. 18

Sis

Leon,
I lik.e your gold tooth . My fault it 's just plaque.

PP (All fished outl)

When 's the next midnight bitch & brownie
session? Thanx for listening.

sp
in
wI

LlCO,
SM

T ony B.,
J wish you would grow up, "Youngster."
Yo on that

Love.

YIIS
It' s time to get busy m lhe
It 's nicetosee yousmile.gainl Hang in there.
P;!ot

In Ncep
To All Perspective Greelu,
Yes ... it is we. Until we cross the burning
sdnds , we're nothing but GDI' sl God D - Indi·
vidua ls!
Keep the Faith

Quent &: Tim :
HLPPy Halloween!

MJ,

Get up on this!

Norlo,
Enjoying the early moming messages. Maybe
I'll put up a boud SO you can leave mc some.

OW?

~

Y

------ - - - - - - - - How do I get 5keeweeti7.ed'?'
.
_
---------SkeeLs & Fred,
Thanks again for the surprise las t week .

YLS

C raig,
Il.ppy Bel.ted Birthday!'
Love,
Your Lillle Sis

Il' s time to reveal the creepers

Eddie,
Tanan,
Tea ch me California J.ck and I'll teach you
'The I"\ast)' ." Fair tnde?

Sorry .bou t KN5X going country . Look on
the bright side: we've still got KM.r\R!
· H., hi , h. , ha, h.

cc
Col lin,
Thanks aloe. fO!" eating. ll ofTraV'is' Cookle... .

lbe Birthday Boy

I.FA

Kyle & Brilln a t €E,
You guys are g.reat Imle brothers!
From your gre.t b ig sis

Yeah, YOU I Surprise .p.ain, huh? Listen, J
was wondering: have you been kissing anyooe
under the couch I'Leiy?

IIDF
Rill y,
Any 'ipeci.l plans for Sunday night? I' m free
and need some compan,y.
Not P.t , RouMe, }he, or Debra
C lifford B.,

H,ppy Birthd.y Capuin from the ,h,p.

Carmellta G_.
When wu the last time you visited the ''Can:.-

. - - - -- - - - - - free'" comer in K-Man?

Alonna,
Hold your ground! The Fools Committee
ain't nothing but a bunch of n06Y punks!
Got Your Back
William B.,
Was that:tJm.[ picture I saw in the post office?
Scared

Debbie B,
Your effor1..'i as ow SwCo Rep and everything
else you do is greatly appreciated .
Your friend .nd pres.,
Ishn. R.

Crew member (#2)
La m bo,
Tlumks for the him . You know. sisterhood
powt:rfuJ .

lmmllure Fools of America

Great Midterms- We 're proud of you .

ZLAM

Hey Rack hcad,

Rose
Ken R.,
U ignorance wu a crime you would die by
lethal injection.

Your Sisters

Rtl

CIiIT.
Dinner was greatl

RB,

Translation ..NO!

open field .

Iii 3 yow lucky I.mp nu!Ttber?

the Project People.

Twinkle,

R ••

I want tomakeloveto you in themiddleof an

Omqr. Psi PIli.

Dear Concerned,
Happy Rirthdaytome. It 's the 29th of October
for thOI'C cooccmed. I accl!p t crcdil cards, checks
and money orders. I also .ccept fl"x1 stamps fran

Activate

Dementra,
There a.re times in life when nothing goes our
way. Wegiveourbcst,butil 's Justnotenough. Be
cnc ~nged for your time is ncar. I sec your
pOlential very clear. You lJeooeinamillicn, tha t',
aU I canny. Whc.n:vcr you go in m y hea.rt, you' ll
::.t.). So, when you need a hand Lo hold , just
remember what yoo wen:. told.
Be encouraged:
A TrocFriend
AnKeb:

iA

AnRi e C.,
Will you

I... on ' t worry. Be happy!!!!!!
CfOl'iS

the burning sands Into A lind?
Cunnus

bel

Mi

Pookie's Captor

N"elcy,

C(

m

Polaroid
Joyce S. & ~onlca W.,
You both mustbe~fan s. Abrush with death
couldn't even stop you two~
Ralph , Ronnie, Rickie , Mike & Johnny

Ihr
Sp;
Ihl
yo

DenLlI Association

YBS

op~ .

KI

hoi

Mom says to stop being such a bum. Was
Mizzou fun?

You guys are great little bros.

Carmellta G,
Fish, fish, & more fish!
Give.. thc fLSh ... a break!

Su

me

Kodak

St<ph .. n ~
If you want to see Pookie again, keep the
lO

1

Awue
Meyer,

Nicki,

Roz,

I want my picwre h.ck .

Fools CommiUee,
That wasn' t even nice.

38

Do you want me to buy you some~?

YBS
Was that a step show or a Olinese flre drill?
Nope

v~

An
hel

Mike S.,

Nightmare of:Y.21!t street.
Scarecrow

I love the way you sing.

Greg V.,
We hope your 21st birthday was one you will
~forgeL
Your Secrets

U.

~~~------------------Skeeter & Gid get,
Just one beer- Ha l Watch out for the Smurfs l

M urlB,

h~

cit

177,

- - - - _ .. _ - - - - - Nod·A·Way C r eepers:

UI

8Il

Ihi

Goodjob,l like the way you heM your ground .
You ' re in uu; right. The people of Rolla are too
narrow minded lO appreciate art, even when it's
designed to flauer them . Just think, if they're
screaming about what you did in the Miner, what
would they say about well esllblished fmc artists
such as Boris, Olivia, or Michelangelo.
Talone
A fello w striving artist

Terry & Danny,

Wouldn't it have been easier
other picture?

Bj

StJ

10
vic
loc

Ken R.,
Why can't you stay ou t of other people's
business? Don't you have a c lass you could be
fl unking or something?

Pelone Sc:tllywag,
Roses 1"C red,
And need water lO grow.
I can't wait to ptay
''Ccme in Tokyo'"

SLTE

Sisned ,

Cy nthia:

PersonalS

- - - -- - - - - -

-

r

Beast (Black Cam..-o).
Help, help ! Valve job tenninal! Hea rt brak·
ing! Nospark of life, il1USts in pieces! Honk· honk,
if you 're still out there.
lbe Green Duster

The Budget Inn is packed!!!
Von P r off,
What is the Latin meaning of "hiiieece,"7
Keeper oflhe Fi. a n : ~

YourTEC Rep

-------~----

Who 11. that Quarterback ?!?

AXL is your manl
Pervert,
Wear your fishnet stockings at Frea.ker's Ball.
I ' ll wear mine too and weca.n comp.re ham hocks .

- --. -- -.~ ----

Lonely? Seed I Oa te? Write DatcUmc. 4 83 S.
Kt.rkwood Road, Su ite 259, St. Low:. . \fO (,1122

Fools Canmiltce

Tamlko,

C raig P.,

including Jabels, sleeves, and write protect Labs. 10

John &

CongralS on hein g Miner of the Malth.
nominal.C you for Fool of the Year.

Dragon Lady

S.P.,

On-Campus Tra \lei Representative or organization needed to promote Spring Break trips to florida or Texas. Earn money, free trips , and valuable
workcxperiencc. Call Inter-Campus Prograrns: 1-

MikeS "

A special course i~ now availa ble only to the
t;eSidenlS of Holtman Hall.
SS 101
Power Lounging
0 credits
Guest lecturers included: SCOlt, Mike, Scott ,
Mike, and "George." Bone up on ''Cheers,''
"M·A ·S·H" and "NightCourt"time tlbles. There
~ be a quiz laterl

u.
There's something in the fields the drought
didn't kill.
Scarecrow

Grega.

r o: Quad Couch Potatoes

The liule 1Iin!

Sit
he
pIa
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Spooky Sports
Miner football '88, the nightmare continues
By Babu Barat
Staff Writer
Over 5,000 spectators came to
Busch Memorial Stadium in
St.l-a\lis, Missouri to watch the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Football Miners play the Southeast
Missouri State University Indians .
The Indians coming off of a big 31-3
victory from the previous week were
looking forward to facing the Miners
who have been having their troubles.
UMR was hoping to tum things
around in a big way at Busch, but
this was not the week it would .
happen. SEMO, the MlAA cochampions from last year, looked
very impressive as they beat UMR
38-6.

a.dGuy

SLTE

' !I1lIn~
II Ut 100

wi'lcnit's
if they're

ner,whu

ineutiru

TKO Club impressive in KC

Tume

lin&utiu

Submitted by The TKD Club
On October 8, th.e UMR Tae
Kwon Do Club competed in the 15th
Annual Tae Kwon Do tournament
held in Kansas City, Missouri. Nine
members of the club competed in
both forms of free sparring, with
three members taking first place in
sparring. The tournament is one of
the larger tournaments held each
year in Missouri that the club
competes in regularly. The tournament is always well attended by both
- spectators and competitors, providing valuable experience for those
who compete.
In the yelllow and orange weight
belt light-weight division, Ralph
Minor, Chris Thompson, and Adam
Sibley competed in both forms and
free sparring. Ralph took second
place in orange belt forms and

'youwilJ

~?

Awn,

Jm.

The opening kickoff saw the
Indians execute a nine play drive
that put them on top 7 -0 in the first
quarter. The Miners, hampered by
turnovers, fumbled the football on
their first play from scrimmage. The
Indians capitalized on the Turnover
with a field goal giving them a 10-0
advantage. The Miners got the ball
back and put together a good
offensive drive that was highlighted
by a 46 yard pass from quarterback
Tom Minik to Jack Armstrong.
Unfortunately the Miners couldn't
score. The Miners were able to
move the ball on the SEMO defense
during the entire game, but couldn't
get the ball in the end zone. The
Miner defense j~t could't hold off

Wu

S.

lStphque.
s.sociuioo

UCQ,
SM

YBS

sparred four opponents on his way to
a first place victory. Ralph fought
very well in each of his Il\atches,
winning the final match with a round
kick to the head of his opponent.
For Chris, this was his first tournament, and despite the usual nervousness associated with this , he
performed very well in both events.
He lost his first match to a taller
opponent, bllt he feels that he
learned a lot from the experience.
Adam competed in the 10-14 year
old group as an orange bel t. He did
well in the form s, taking fourth place
in his division which contained
approximately thrity competitors.
Eventough Adam lost his first
sparring matcb, he did very well
overall and the club is proud of him
for his efforts.
At the junior brown belt level,

the Indians offense, as Southeast was
able to move the ball easily. On the
next series of plays, the Indians
marched the ball back down the field
and scored another touchdown,
increasing their lead to 17 -0. Two
possessions later the Miner offense
moved the ball well again only to
have the ball intercepted at the
SEMO 7 yard line. The Indians
captialized once again with a
touchdown with only 56 seconds.to
play in the half. However, the
Miners were determined to score
before the end of the second quarter.
The moved the ball effectively into

. See Football, page 14
Ron Harmon useing blockers to break through .the line
(above)_ Miners struggle for'
every yard (right),
Thanh Melick competed in forms ,
placing second after a very good
performance. Throughout his form,
Thanh displayed good, strong
techniques, and excellent concentration. In sparring ; Thanh lost his first
match to the eventual first place
winner. Despite the loss, Thanh
feels that gained valuable experience
from his match and hopes to do
better in the tournaments to come.
Jim Saavedra, also a brown belt in
the club , competed in the men' s
heavy -weight division. Though he
didn't place in the forms competition, he faired much better in the
free sparring. He fought very well'in

I

See TKO, page 14
Jim BreM. .rth

Soccer team loses by penalties

JlI di'by

Photo by TKO Club

Ralph Minor in white headgear executes a back kick to the opponent

By Danny Giblin
Staff Writer
The University of Missouri-Rolla
Soccer Miners traveled to play the
University of Missouri·St.!-Ouis Rivermen on tuesday night of last week.
Whenever you're the visiting team
you always worry whether there is
going to be any "homer-calls " by \he
referees . This was one of those games
when it happened. The Miners evenly
battled the nationally ranked Rivermen, but the offici ating was against
them. The linesman threw up his fl ag,
but the referee didn't see it and play
continued. An UMSL player then
broke in all alone so Miner goaltender
Steve Temme took the player out.
UMSL was given a penalty kick and
converted it to go into the half leading
1-0. The bad call could have really
effected the team, but they didn ' t let it
bother them, and came out strong in
the second half. The play was even for
the majority of the second half, but
w iTh nnlv six IT'!'inllfes le fT in th e tHlme .

...a.a.--. _ _
'7

UMSL was awarded another penalty
kick. For those of you not familiar
with soccer, two penalty kicks in one
game is a rare occurance. UMSL
converted the kick once again to go up
2-0.
This past saturday the Miners trav·
eled to Southeast Missouri State Uni·
versity with hopes of improving their
playoff chances . The first half was
slow for there was no scoring. SEMO
jumped out on top with 10 minutes
expired in the second half. Kurt
O 'Brien came back and tied the game
on an unassisted effort midway
through the half. UMR luckily got into
overtime tied at I- I . In the first overtime period, Karl Jung headed a comer
kick into the back of the net for the
Miners. The second overtime period
went even better for UMR. Eric
Hauser scored an unassisted goal and
Tim Chojnacki converted a pass from
. Mike Balassi to give the Miners a 4-1
overtime victory.

I

~

Open for Lunch Daily

Call Us!
Rolla
364-7110
704 Bishop

HAIR

BOUTIQUE

11

¥ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .\

. US A '

~Itii

PIZZA

DELIVER~

. J?J?

CO

;Oc

FREE.

. ~ rI4eJ
C/~ gtJa!ZJ?J?,/~
tJ«
~

=-:Jldf>

DOMINO'S

Hours:
11 am - 1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am - 2am Fri·Sat

141-1800

;~

/~I'--!?~

rH e

~'!"n~~criless

~

NUl

MA

PO!

Umlted delivery .r...

LOC
C

: CONVENIENCE MALL ' .: ~q~~==©1=988=Dom=ino.s=Pizz=aln=c.==~
..
1601 N. B i s h o p "
the

.

Drawing Oct. 31-Need not be present to win

..

..

Register to win

..

ic 15
i: 2
..

1
1

~

1

;
..
..
.. .
..
:
..
..

1
1
1
1
2
1
1

!.

Free Movie Rentals from USA
~)(
Breakfast Buffets at Ben's Rest.
..
Case of coke from Ozarks coca-cola ..
Case of Pepsi from Hebbeler Dist.
:
Case of OJ. from Voss Enterprises ..
Dozen Donuts from Mr. Donut
..
Pizza from G&D Pizza
..
Hair Cut from Super C l i p "
Case Sassparilla from Grellner
~
Steak Dinners from Sirloin Stockade. ~
Dozen Donuts from Foster's Bakery -te
Free Oil & Lube Job from Howard's ..
Comer
..

~
...
.
. . .

:-te

t

SPg~l(Y·SPEci.ALS·

Donuts Sasparilla::
25c
6P~
i'

~
~.
~

$2.69

~

-te
-te
-te
-te
-te
-te
-te

$

..

..

-te.

:t"
"?'

..
~....

Only 2 minutes from campus.

NU~

,

HAl

OPEN from 11 :00 a.m.' 1:30 a.m.
Monday-Saturday

PO~

LOC

Serving your favorite Beverages
Nightly Specials
~
10 p.m.-close
~
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Daily Food Specials
Friday Tacos & Burritos
11 a;m.-2 p.m.
DARTS / PINBALL
~
VIDEO GAMES / POOL TABlES

A

MEDI- VALUE
PHARMACY

~
..

·Ii '. .. .

Rolla's Only Downtown Pharmacy ' .
1000 Pine Street Rolla 364-7077
'.
'.
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-8 Sat. 8:30-6 ' . .. .. ... ... .
Sunday 11-5
·
. ".
7 DAYS A WEEK
Full Line of Drug Store and Pharmacy Items Plus!
If you have questions about the prescriptions you take,
ask Bill Wuenscher, your friendly pharmacist, for the
!II

SI

In
Re

..

ze

1

i'

.

..

...

i'
i'
..
Guys Chips -i'
Schaefer 99
12 Pk.
MO
'11
$
99
1 er
2
12 Pk.

:

...

...
..

............
Popcorn $ 5 29

.: 25

c

se
P'

t ~==~~================~~~::::::::::~
THIS YEAR, ROCK TO SCHOOL
We're your local Authorized Kenwood Dealer. We offer
the product knowledge and installation experti$e to bring out
all of the sound quality that a 'Kenwood system has to offer.
So if sound quality is important to you, don't go to just any
dealer. See a specialist. Us.

t

""'"

~h

R,

"31
tl

AUDIO VIDEO,

SI

SUPER

364-7715

l
l

OJ

a oW·llles
CENiER~
1006 PINE

St

II

KENWOOD .

c

:

P.C

Pad

24 P k . .

~2Pk. $3 59
Coor~
Movies
$5 29
12 Pk
4 /$ 3
12 Pk. Pepsi or
Coke

t1&;

12th & Pine

..

$5 99

: Old Milwaukee·

Irii

.:
i'

Milwaukee's
Best

~

:

t..

L

DEI

CAVER N

-

..

,

UPTOWN ROLLA

.; ______~~-----------....I

L

,A

•

m
MisslUuri Miner

placement
5 I GNUPS AND PRE SCREEN I NG

LOCATED:

GI-ound

l eve l

( 8 -3 Buehlel- B l dg . ).
Use d o olCOn,el" b y Centen-e Bc.,\"k Dl"lVe "- Up

SCrut heas t

NUMBER OF SC HE DULES:
PRES CREE NED

r NTERV I EWS

CON TECH CONSTRUC TION PRODUCT S .
100 1 Gl- c. v e St.
Middletown, OH 45042
attn:
MI-. Willi am Le no x

POS I TION :
LOCA T ION :

Mg t .

Tul sa, 0 1(

INFORMATION MEETING ON NOV.
7 : 00 P .M.

9,

L TV STEEL

INFORM ATION ME ET ING ON NOV .

14, Cel,t. West,

Me. n . ,

Ma l- k Tw a in Rm,

-

7 : 00 P .M.

Mon. ,

Dc t.

3 1,

2~

- INFORMATION MEETING ON NOV.
7:00 P.M.

MARAT HqN PET.

t'lAY 89 GRADS

(CE)

Mel- amec Rm,

1988

F .B. I.

UNION PACIFIC

NON-PRESCREENEO INTERVIEWS

TECHNOLOGIES -

INFORMATION MEETING ON NOV.

1,

Meramec Rm,

7 , 00 P.M.

Oc t.

3 1.

1988

HOWNET CORPORATION
LaPorte Casting D iv.
LaPol-te, IN
attn:
Mr . Fran k Harman

DEC.

Oct.

BS 01- MS Met Eng.
Met TI-aining Pl-og l- am
LaPor te, IN

UNION PACI FI C _

7 !~60:~~~ION MEET.ING, NOV .

INFORMATION MEETING,

Nov .

1,

213 Missouri Rm ,

8 , 2 13 Missouri Rm,

7:00 P.M.

MAY 89 GRADS
1988
22, 19S9

OH;
THE FOLLOW I NG COMPAN I ES l·j I L L

MU ST BE U .S . CITIZEN
DEC . 88 , rlAY 89 GRADS
Me.n . ..

88,

SIGNUP DATE:
Nov. 8,
INTERVIEW DATE:
Nov.

EtS /E E, Com p Sc i , Ch E ,
ME, Chemistr y , Geo l . E11g.
val-l OUS
Oak R id ge, TN; P OI-tsmouth,
P a ducah, KY

CONTEL

UNION PACIFIC NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS:
POSITION :
LOCATION:

3

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUM ES:
ER VIEW DATE :
Nov . 15~ 1988

Engineering

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERV IEW DATE :
Nov . 18 , 1988

MARTIN MAR IETT A E NE RG Y SYSTEMS
P.O. Bo~: 1 4 10
Paducah. KY
42001
attn: · MI- . Joe Elling ton
NUMBER OF SCHE DULES :
MAJORS :

SP AMERI CA -

U. S. CIT I ZE NSHIP REQUIRED

NUMBER OF SCHEDUL ES:
1
BS CE 01- BS Eng.
MAJORS :
Sa l es Eng.
POSITION:
Va r io u s-U . S . A.
LOCATION:
DEC. 88 GRADS
2 . 5 G .P. A . REQUIRED
U. S . C ITI ZENSHIP REQU I RED
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
INTERVIEW DA TE:
Nov. 14, 1988

BS 0'- MS EE

PO SI TION:

LOCATION:
88 .

MEETINGS

1

MAJORS :

DEC.

INC.

IN FO~MA TI O N

l.JIL LIA MS TELE COMMUNI CAT ION GROUP
P . O. 8o ~: 2 1348
Tulsa~ OK
74 12 1
a t t n:
MI- . DeMal-l- is Smith

3 1,

19,88

ACCEPT RESUMES ONL Y :

PPG INDU S TRIES. INC.
Mississippi Ave.
Crystal City . MO
63019
attn:
Ml-. Elbl
JOB POSSIBILITIES FOR ME.

ChE ~

Cel- amic C'I- Chemist

'Summer f£mp{oyment

at the present time .
Contact :

L OUISIANA PLASTICS (SUB . OF BEMI S CORP)
11812 Borman 01-. , P.O. Bo ~ 28337
St . Louis. MO
63146
attn:
Mt". La l-I-y Bu x ton
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
~ <'fAilOR'S1 -

the above

addn~ss

CARGILL , INC .
5640 Bl-ent l ingel- Rd.
Daytol1, OH
It:;=i414
attn:
Mr . Tim O'Mal- a

St. Louis, MO
6310 1
attn :
MI- . Jim O'Daniel

Contact :
Oct .

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fOI- ChE.
sophomore yeal- .
Locatio)1:
MUST HAVE G . P.A. OF 2.6

C I VIL ENGINEERS needed in St. Louis - must have
stl-ong Stl-uctural Des ig n j:ow-sework intel-ested i n field I..,e'l- k with Bridge s .

Plant engineel-lng we'I-~;:
Relocate to Louisiana~ MO

Mon.,

at

SVERDRUP CORP.

1

DEADL INE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
'-.;INTER VlEl.J DATE :
Nov . , 18. 1988

E lb l

801 N . Elevel1th St .

~BS 1- M~., - 5E .

POSIT ION :
LOCATION :
DEC . 88 GRADS

MI- .

31 ~

Mr .

O' Daniel

~

ME who have
CA, GA, OH

~c.mpleted

DEADL INE FOR TURNING IN F:ESUMES :
Me,n . , Oct . 31
TURN . IN TO JANE. 8-3 BUEHLER BLDG . , CAREER DEVELOPMENT

above addl-ess

1988

Co-op t£mp[oyment
Interview date:

Wed .

Oct. 26

ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANIES
st. Loui~, Missouri

1988

"'

(sign-ups still
available)

Requirements : 2.8 GPA or above, American Citizenship or permanent resident, must have 4 - 5
semesters of school completed at the end of the
present semester
Sign-up date :
S~art

work:

Wed •. Oct. 12. 1988

Oct. 27

198 8

IntervieWing:

Requirements:
3.0 GPA or above , second semester
sophomores or above , American Citizenship required .

Please check with the co-op Office P7'riodically to check if additional compan~es have
scheduled interviews.
.

* * *** ** *** *****'* *** ** * ** **** *** *** ** *** **

Spring, 1989

Thurs .

, Please let the Co-op Office know immediately of any acceptance of an offer .

Interviewing :. E.E., Eng. Mgmt . , M.E .

,

Interview date :

NOTE: The ones that indicate RESUMES ONLY.
This means the company will not be on
campus interviewing, but they wan~ re s umes
to review and should contact you ~f they
are interested in interviewing you.

INTERNATIONAL PAPER
Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Ch.E., E.E., M. E .

See Sharon, Co-op Off.ice, 101 Buehler' Bldg. if
interested in interviewing with International
Paper
SPECIAL NOTICE

PRESCBEENING

Addition to the October. 1988 Co-on List
1 schedule - E . E - 12 interview time.s
1 schedule - Eng. Mgmt. - 12 interview time s
1 schedule - M. E . - 12 interview times
********************************************~ . .
Interv i ew date:

Friday. Oct. 28. 19 88

BEKAERT CORpORATION
Dyersburg, Tennessee

Interviewing:

(sign-ups still
available)

Start work:

Thurs .

Oct. 13

1988

Spring, 1989

1988

Eng.Mgmt., M.E., Physics

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above, Americ a n Citizenship required, Academic level. of
applicants:
at least 30 credlt
hours completed at the end of the
present semester toward bs degree.

sign-u p date:

Wed.

Oct. 26

SIGN-UP FOR OLIN CORPORATION, E. ALTON, ILLINOIS
CO-OP INTERVIEWS
TURN IN RESUMES :

Interviewing :

1988

1 schedule - 11 interv i ew times

Thursday, Oct. 27, 1988

WHERE:

Co-op Office, 101 Buehler Bldg.

TIMES:

7:45 am- 11:30 am - 1:00 pm - 4: 00 pm

I NTERVIEWING:

Met. E., C. Sc., Eng. Mgmt.

REQUIREMENTS:

2.5 GPA or above , Permanent Visa

THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17.

**.* . * •••• ******.*** •• *.**** •• ** •••• *.* •• *** •• *
Sig n-up locat ion :

101 Buehier Bldg., Co-op
Offjce
9th & Rolla Sts .

Sign-up hours'

7:45 am - 11:30 am

1 schedule - 13 interview times

** ••• * * •• * ••• * •• * ••• *.* *** •••• **. *. *. * ••• * •• * ••

Thurs •. Nov. 10

HUSSHANN CORpORATION
Bridgeton, MO (st. Louis)

E.E., M.E., Met.E.

Requirements:
3-.0 GPA or above, American Citi zenship r equired, must have completed at ieast
30 credit hours toward B.S. degree program at
the end of the present semester
Sign-up date:

Interview date:

1: 00 pm -

4: 00 pm

* •• * ••• * ..* •••••••• * •• *.* •• * ••••• *. * ••••••••••

Olin corporation, E. Alton, IL has requested that
we furnish them with resumes for pre-screening . We will
accept as many ~ resumes as we can collect . Just
drop off a copy of your ~ resume on the above
sign-up date. After pre-screening, Olin will send
the Co-op Office a list of those stUdents they
are interested in interviewing . The list should be
available in the Co-op Office on Thurs., Nov. 10.
Check with the Co-op Office no later than Nov. 10 .
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VVednesday, Ckrtober26, 1988

TEST ANXIETY

.".AIl •••

CIAL.

Served Daily Until 10 pm

PIZZA
Salads • Sandwiches
Pasta

5 % Beer on Sunday
-

SPECIALTIES -

• Gyros
' . Souvlaki
• Dlple.

• Gre_k Salad
• Spinach Pie
• Bak

•••••_Ir. •• ~_...

._.T...................
'
strip........... 5

. . . . . . . . Mon ..Sat. untIl4pm

_ _" ___.llI·a _

••

50ft drink Included

•

• _. KC

•••• T ................... .

,._.T.................. ·5"
All a~k apedol, come .... ittl Garden Solod,
Ioked rototoor Frenctl Frlea' Te.o, Too"

High levels of stress can prevent
adequately prepared students from
performing well on tests. Dr. Gene
Van Matre will discuss causes of test
anxiety and management tech. niques on Tu~sday, November 1st,
from 3:30 - 4:30p.m. in the Missouri
Room, Univ~;shy Center-East.

"I wastit rubbing
it in- I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game.~~

Football

from page 11

brought Zacny to. 181 total points
while at UMR, breaking the previous record of 180 points, and
making him the all time scoring
leader in Miner history. The score
at the half was 24-3.
In the third quarter the Miners
scored first. On their second possession Zacny kicked another field
. goal. From that point on it was all
SEMO. The Indians went on to
increase their lead with two more
touchdowns before the game finally ended. The closest UMR
came to scoring again was a 44
yard field goal attempt that hit the
cross bar. The final score was 386. This loss brings the Miners to 1:
6 for the season.
This weekend the Miners take
on Lincoln University at home.
Be sure to come out and support
the-Miners on saturday because it
is the last home game of the 1988
season. Gametime is 1:30.
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Tom Minnik posses as the
defense closes in.

TKO
Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A1&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said Y0ur team
could never win three straight.
. So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~
If youtllike to know more about
A1&T products and services, like
International Calling and the A1m
Card, call us at 1 800222-03'00.

AT.T

The right choice.

from page 11

fourth match for first place.
This tournament was unusual
for the TKD Cluq.in that there
were four balck belts from the club
competing, which is a largernumber than in previous competitions.
In the men's welter-weight division, Ho Choe competed in free
sparring only. He did very well in
the early eliminations, winning
three matches that put him in contention for first place. Later that
evening he fought for first place
against an opponent that he had
lost· to in two other tournaments.
This time Ho was ready for his
two-wime opponent, and was not
to be disappointed a third time. In
two,twominute,rounds heconsistently out-fought his opponent and
won the matchto take first place.
Having taken first place, Ho qualified to spar the grand champion
from last years tournament. Ho
was unable to beat the champion
despite his best efforts, but was
pleased with his overall success.
Good luck with the K.C. interCollegiate Nationals.
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Missouri Miner

Wednesday, October 26,1988

Salaries

from page 1

off. President McGrath was asked
what the raises were, and he said
something like two point three percent
across the board. Then this great difference (between administrators and
faculty) came up. When they first hit
me with this it was an average of eight
percent for administrators while the
faculty was getting two to three percent. There were presumably 360
administrators system-wide with ten
. percent raises, mteen on this campus
not counting the Chancellor, but they
were not all administration. Some
faculty did get ten percent but they
were ones very far down on the pay
scale anyway. The group of top administrators that got 8.7% really did
well and the size of those raises cOmpared to those that went to faculty are
really significantly different
Q: Do you have any comments on the
raise that UMR Chancellor lischke
received?
A: I'm not going to comment on
whether or not his raise was legitimate.
Q: Other University of Missouri
Academic Councils have been very
activist on this issue. How does your
Academic Council view this?
A: We haven' tsent a letter of censure
to the Board of Curators. My impression of UMKC and UMSL is they are
every bit as upset over the discrepancies in salaries and f1lllding for higher
education. As farasI know they aren't
planning to send a letter of censure of
the University President to the Board
of Curators. When you censure the
President, you're asking for him to be
replaced. These kinds Of responses
can do damage and cause the Board to
get defensive. The President is widely
favored by the Board, and when the
Board becomes defensive, comrilunication between the two groups is af-
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Q: How can the students, the consumers in this issue, work with the faculty
to increase funding (or salaries for the
~eachers and an over~l increase in
higher level educational funding?
A: Our only hope for getting funding
improved is to get some sympathy
from the Missouri electorate. Right
now they' seem to have less sympathy
for system suffering.
Q: . That's a little nebulous. What
about the responsibility of the legislature, the Governor, the Board of Curators?
A: It gets complicated. The responsibility for fiscal authority lies with the
Board of Curators. They make the
budget decisions. The Gove~or appoints the members of the Board. Our
Academic Council has an opportunity
to speak to the Board. The board has
addressed the underfunding, and requests for additional funding have at
times been erased by the Governor.
And the Governor has a record of
witltholding funds allocated by the
legislature. He also has legal restraints.
Q: So who's to blame?
A: Part of the fault lies within the
Missouri electorate. They have to
insist on a higher priority for higher
education. My personal opinion is that
Missouri has the money to do better
than it does . Between the legislature
and the Governor other priorities have
been supported at the expense of
higher education in this state. I think
we could document it. Roughly we are
about 27th in per capita income and
47th in state support of education.
When you get out into Midwest states,
a 10-16% increase by one state will
generate a catch-up by the other states
over time, then you wait for another
jolt.
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EXPERT ALTERATIONS
OWNED & MANAGED BY UMR ALUMNI
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Next to Taco Bell

RENT TO OWN
Compenent and Complete audio systems
Tv's-Portable and Console
VCR's and Camcorders
Home Appliances
Furniture and more!
Featuring name brands such as; Crosley
Kenwood, Panasonic, Philco, Quasar, Schweiger & more
All with your choice of five different
rental programs!
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Now, we have benefitted here from
the Supplemental Engineering Equipment Program, in non-trivial dollars
that make a difference in teaching
opportunities, but this program did not
address the general lack of support for
higher education.
Q: SO one of the main roadblocks to
bener educator salaries and funds .to
higher education is the Governor withholding legislated funds and his line
item veto.
A: I think so, yes.
Q: It would seem then that the Academic Council has to speak out forcefully .
A: Yes. But one shouldn't presume
that because our response has been less
intense than UMC our feeling is
milder. One of the things that happens
when UMC complains about money,
some of the money is going to other
campuses. It always seems as if they
may feel that way because they are no
longer the flagship of the (University
of Missouri) system. The Four Chairs
(composed of leadership of Academic
Councils of Columbia, Kansas City,
Rolla, and St. Louis campuses of the
University of Missouri) has the ability
to affect funding as a whole. A recent
resolution which has been sent forward through the chain to reach the
Board of Curators (see box) very
clearly states our collective feeling.
Q: What is a specific example of how
the low raises have hurt the faculty?
A: Well, medical benefits to university personnel have risen in cost by
28% this year. Of course, it's optional,
but to buy it from an outside source
would be even more expensive. This is
an example of how the staff and facUlty are not able to keep up with the
cost. of living with such small raises.
We're going in the hole, and quite

frankly we lose some of the very best
educators as a result, some nationally
and internationally recognized leaders
in their field .
Q: In light of the limited resources
available, how can we justify a $10
million expenditure for the new arts!
alumni building that is now under construction? Isn't this being built so the
elite citizens of Rolla can have a cultural center, not just for UMRuse?
A: There are several reasons for this
center. It's been felt for some time that
this was one aspect of our campus that
-was missing, to have a place where the
arts can perfonn adequately. It's not
more important than raises or labs, but
with no such facility there's agap in the
richness of education we need to filL
Also, it's frequently easier to get capital
for anew building than a4-5% increase
for faculty raises.
Q: Doesn't this underfunding reduce
the attractiveness of UMR to companies and government agencies in the
area of research?
A: It does hinder research. A number
of the research opportunities are associated with matching or overhead compensating funds provided by the state or
schooL For example, the National Science Foundation (NSF) funding for
research has been reduced . Where the
quality of research is competitive
we've done well at NSF.
.
Q: Hasn't the underfunding cost UMR
in recent years with a lower student
population and lowered reputation
among company recruiters?
A: The enrollment in engineering programs is starting to go up. One of the
most significant things is a slight improvement in the quality of the incoming student. We have enjoyed a favorable reputation among the brightest

students in Missouri. The new buildings and undergrad equipment grants
have certainly contributed to it The
graduates who have been employed
in industry always say nice things
about the preparation they received
here. Many come back to research or
study. We get good feedback from
the recruiters. Occasionally we hear
about some things we could improve.
Q: Doesn' t the fact that our professors receive salaries much lower than
the national average affect the quality
of higher education? We, the students, and our parents, are the consumers in this issue. This education
may well be the most important product we ever buy in our whole lives.
A: Quality of higher education is an
issue. I think faculty salaries and
staff salaries play a role in that. When
they get too low you use money and
time inefficiently, you cannot compete nationally and internationally.
But you have to be careful 'not to
generate a negative response from the
public, the legislature, or the Governor. What you need to do is develop
a strategy that will generate a positive
response. We need a comprehensive
approach to education for the future.I'll be honest, we're losing some of
the best, some were very good indeed. Not jUst good, but a factor of 2
to 10 better than above average, the
kind that affect everything that goes
on around them. These are the kind
whose vision is clearer and who can
see farther than the rest of us.
Q: Where do we go from here?
A: I would like to see it (the controversy) take a breather and allow all
the policymakers to get their feet
back underneath them and concentrate on the major issue, growth of
higher quality higher education.

Welcome Students

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

'32 OZ. TRAVEL MUG'
to ALL
UMR Students with I.D.
HWY 72 East
a::::rcss

rom Phelps County Bank

Minimum 5 yr parts & labor warranty!
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Not Valid with Tobacco or Alcohol Purchases
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON TBESE
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Anny ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Builds your
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you'll have what it takes to
succeed - in college and in life.
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Check it out. NO OBLIGATION. Preregister for Military Science 10
or call Ma·or Frale at 341-4744.
.
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